On the 19th of September a very successful fete was held at "Erambie".

The function raised the magnificent sum of £150.

The fete was the culmination of three years co-operative effort on the part of the management and residents of "Erambie" and Country Women's Association handicraft teachers and members.

The fete was opened by the President of the South-West group of the C.W.A., who spoke of the assimilation problems facing the Aboriginal population.

On sale were bark pictures, basketry, plastic ware, lampshades and many other novelties—the work of the women.

Features of the day were a Judo exhibition and an exhibition of boomerang throwing by "Doc" Simpson.

Afternoon tea was served by attractive teenage girls, while the boys did a man-sized job on the soft drink stall.

Members of the South-West and Central West Groups of the C.W.A. and district residents helped provision the stalls and showed their further interest by attending in large numbers.

Altogether it was a most successful day.

Above: A section of the crowd at the "Erambie" fete
Above right: A shot showing the delightful setting for the fete
Below right: The kiddies had a high time riding in the jinker